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An accompaniment notepad for Unseen
Messages. Read UNSEEN MESSAGES
(novel) to understand the significance with
Notepad of E.E There is a message for
everything. From handwritten to verbal,
seen and unseen. Messages exist all around
us. But what if you dont see? What if you
dont understand? What if, by ignoring the
message, your life is never the same again?
Estelle Evermore morphed from nobody to
somebody overnight. Galloway Oak put his
past behind him and endeavoured to make
his fortune using his trade. Two strangers.
One plane. Multiple unseen messages.
From sky to island, they find neither fame
nor skills can save them. Stripped from
society and left alone to survive the
elements, the very task of staying alive
outweighs all other needs. Until survival
turns to desire. And desire turns to danger.
From New York Times Bestseller Pepper
Winters comes a timeless love story
answering the question of what happens
when everything is stripped away.
Standalone. For release day alerts, behind
the scenes, and advance information please
join
Peppers
Newsletter:
http://eepurl.com/120b5 Advance reviews
5
stars
Hauntingly
heart-breaking.
Breathtakingly beautiful. Nothing like I
expected.
Absolutely,
positively,
phenomenalMelissa Staley 5 stars One of
the most awe-inspiring and truly incredible
books
youll
read
this
yearAmy
Kormanik-Jones
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